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3D Systems provides solid imaging products and services that substantially reduce the
time and cost required to design, test, and manufacture products. The company’s sys-
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tems utilize patented technologies, which create physical objects from digital input.
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3D Systems currently offers the ThermoJet office printer and SLA® industrial sys-
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The company also licenses the 3D Keltool ® process, a complementary application
to the SLA product line that produces injection molding and die casting inserts from
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1,600 systems installed worldwide, and its customers include world-class manufacturers
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as prototypes. We believe this is truly a breakthrough

We are pleased to report that by the end of last year,

materials, along with the SL 5530HT epoxy plastic

application, and we have already succeeded in provid-

both the SLA 7000 system and ThermoJet printer were

released in December of 1998, offer significant function-

ing this type of solution for some of our customers. We

attaining market acceptance.

ality improvement for our existing systems.

feel that rapid manufacturing, as well as developing

In the third quarter of 1999, we refocused our

We are continuing to work closely with Ciba

In 1999 we took aggressive action to bring the diver-

customized manufacturing solutions for individual

sales efforts to meet customer needs—not only for new

Specialty Chemicals to develop new and improved

gent strands of our business into a cohesive and prof-

users, is the future of 3D Systems.

and better systems—but to provide better support for

materials for use in our SLA systems. Just this March, we

itable whole. Since coming on board in the third

Recognizing the need to expand our product

our existing products. We have long recognized that

announced the revolutionary SL 7540 material for the

quarter to head 3D Systems’ management team, we

offerings to retain our leadership position and target

the initial sale of a solid imaging system is just the first

SLA 3500, 5000 and 7000 system platforms. SL 7540 is a

have concentrated our efforts on making operations

new market areas, 3D Systems introduced two new

step in a long-term relationship with our customers. We

landmark material that offers superior durability, flexibil-

more efficient, refocusing our sales efforts in the U.S.

machines in 1999. The SLA 7000—a top-of-the-line, high

continue to provide on-site maintenance service, user

ity, accuracy and excellent surface quality. Parts built

and abroad, shifting our research and development

performance stereolithographic system designed for

support, as well as proprietary materials and software

with SL 7540 have the look and mechanical properties of

focus to meet customer needs, and developing prod-

industrial use—offers increased productivity compared

upgrades throughout our systems’ lifecycles. We

polypropylene—or other end-use thermoplastics—and

ucts and services for new and existing customers.

to our existing solid imaging systems. It also provides

believe that as our installed base of systems continues

the material provides the capabilities needed to

Our goal is to provide the widest range of solid

fine surface finish and reduced processing times. The

to grow, so will the market for our service and consum-

undergo rigorous functional testing. In many cases,

imaging solutions to industrial and office users involved

SLA 7000 machine joins three other industrial SLA sys-

able materials.

interim steps such as bridge tooling are eliminated, and

in design and production applications. We are also

tems, each with specific uses and target industrial mar-

We are finding that the demand for materials with

customers are able to streamline their design and pro-

committed to providing aftermarket service and sup-

kets. We believe our SLA products offer the widest

additional functionality continues to expand. As a result,

duction process. SL 7540 is just the first step in a series

port to our customers, and are continuing to develop

range of solutions for our industrial customers.

we are focusing much of our research and development

of next-generation materials for 3D Systems. Materials

effort on developing materials with broader capabilities.

that are mimics of ABS or polycarbonate plastics are

and introduce new and better materials that enable
wider applications of our existing systems.

Also in 1999, the company introduced an ink jetprinter,

In 1999, we released new materials for our SLA

currently under development, and could create a major

We have had great success in the rapid prototyp-

that offers designers and engineers the ability to make

machines. Cibatool® SL 7510 high productivity material

shift in how our equipment is used in the marketplace.

ing market, but we feel that substantial opportunities

accurate, relatively low cost concept models early in the

is now available to customers of the SLA 3500, 5000 and

While our materials are improving and evolving, so

exist for our technologies in other arenas. As a result,

design process. The ThermoJet printer is roughly the

7000 systems, and offers durability, fast build speed, and

is our software. The latest versions of 3D Lightyear and

we have begun to focus our attention on the lucrative

size of a standard office copy machine, and is used in

good all-around performance. The recently introduced

Buildstation software are driving a new build support

and fast growing tooling and short-run production

office locations by designers and engineers to check

SL 5430 material for the SLA 500 unit combines produc-

structure that equates to faster, easier clean-up of parts

areas, where our integrated package of hardware, soft-

design, form, fit, style and ergonomics before proceed-

tivity, clarity and temperature resistance of up to 482º F

as they come off the SLA system. That means that our

ware and materials provides a valuable solution. The

ing further in the manufacturing cycle. Its hot melt ink

(250º C). Although the SLA 500 system is no longer in

customers get their finished, functional parts quicker,

first goal is to produce parts from our SLA machines

jet technology creates models in successive layers using

production, we are committed to providing innovative

easier and with better part quality and surface finish

that can be used as real-world production parts, not just

our proprietary thermoplastic solid imaging material.

products and solutions to our existing customers. These

than ever before.

based solid imaging system, the ThermoJet

®
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cus the Company have begun to show results. We

ThermoJet office printer. We currently manufacture

reported record results in the fourth quarter of last year

three types of thermoplastic for our printer line and

and look forward to continued success in the year 2000.
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expect to release new material with increased function-

Our current efforts are geared toward delivering better
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ality this year.

and more functional products to new and existing cus-

Shares of the Company’s common stock are
listed on the Nasdaq National Market System
under the symbol TDSC.
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growth well into the new century.
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technology for digital input and our ThermoJet printer
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for physical output, we have been able to increase
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acceptance for our products in new arenas, such as the
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and causing our technology to be the key element in
their development and manufacturing processes—in
some cases eliminating the tooling process. We feel
that our integrated solid imaging package has the
potential for becoming an enterprise solution and a
significant profit generator for many existing and
prospective customers.
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Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of shareholders will take
place on Tuesday, May 2, 2000 at 9:00 a.m.
Pacific Time at the Hyatt Valencia, 24500 Town
Center Drive, Valencia, California.

3D Systems, ThermoJet, 3D Lightyear and Buildstation are trademarks, and Keltool, SLA and the 3D logo are registered trademarks of
3D Systems, Inc. All other products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
Except for the historical information contained in this report, the matters discussed include forward-looking statements that involve
risks and uncertainties including: the availability and acceptance of new products, the impact of competitive products and pricing,
dependence on key personnel and suppliers, industry-wide domestic and international economic conditions, and other risks detailed
in the company's SEC reports on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 1999, and reports on Form 10-Q filed by the company
with the SEC during the prior and current fiscal year.

